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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Deva Eveland (illustrator). 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. When
comparing the strengths of black arts programs of the various
armies of the world, The Naor Federation and Tithium, in their
zenith, were without peer. A graduate of Mr. Leon s School of
Hair Design, Hieronymus Atchley is noted for his investigations
into the whiskers of fighting men. His concise, seminal Shears of
the Victorious, Shears of the Vanquished has been described as .
.a thoughtful inquiry into the intersection of martial symbolism
and theory of cosmetology as historical forces shaping our
world. (This according to D.V. Hughes, who credits Atchley for
inspiring his own Valorous Labors of the Toilet). However, It
would be wrong to pigeonhole Atchley as an author of beards
and battles only. Atchley s interest in military history extends to
historical reenactment too, and his activities in this field are also
notable. As a participant in living history events of the American
Civil War, Atchley is esteemed for his recreation of diseases
associated with the period. As other reenactors practice their
rebel yells, Atchley dedicates his hours to mastering...
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R eviews
This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with
wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida Her ma n
This created ebook is wonderful. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like the way
the author compose this pdf.
-- Fr eder ic La ng
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